Nairobi

Overview
Kenya is the anchor economy of East Africa attracting global investment from regions including China, Europe, India,
Japan and the US. Most global organisations and multi-nationals headquarter their East African operations in Nairobi
and view Kenya as an attractive destination for foreign direct investment.
Having a presence that dates back to 1902 means that Dentons Hamilton Harrison & Matthews delivers the unique
combination of local knowledge and strength of relationships backed by the heft of being part of the world's largest law
firm. Our legacy of being the oldest and one of the most prestigious law firms in Kenya gives us the unique quality of
understanding the market to provide bespoke legal solution to our clients. Look to our team of 60+ lawyers for
integrated advice on legal services required.
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• Banking and Finance
• Business Set-up
• Capital Markets
• Competition/Anti-Trust and Consumer Protection
• Corporate
• Dispute Resolution including Arbitration
• Employment and Immigration
• Energy and Infrastructure
• Estate Planning
• PPPs and Privatisation
• Insurance
• Intellectual Property
• Insolvency and Restructuring
• Mergers and Acquisitions
• Oil, Gas and Mining
• Private Equity
• Real Estate, Planning and Environmental Law
• Regulatory and Compliance
• Tax
• Telecommunication, Media and Technology
We look forward to supporting your business needs in Kenya.

Representative Experience
Our team of lawyers has significant experience in handling complex matters, providing quality insight and guidance
needed. We have advised on novel transactions in the areas of Banking and Finance, Capital Markets, Energy,
Infrastructure and PPPs, Intellectual Property and Real Estate. Our Dispute Resolution team has acted successfully
in a number of landmark cases in a variety of practice areas. This demonstrates the dynamic and specialised service
that we offer and the trust we have cultivated from the market over our 100+ year history. We continue to be
considered the go-to firm for significant and complex matters by the market and are consistently highly ranked by
international legal directories.
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© 2019 Dentons. Dentons is a global legal practice providing client services worldwide through its member
firms and affiliates. Please see dentons.com for Legal Notices.
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